The displacement of civilians in Colombia as a consequence of violence has a long and convoluted history. My father's family, for instance, was displaced from its province in the 1950s, a period known, appropriately, as La Violencia. The family was lucky, not only because they fled before a potential massacre, but also because they were able to go back to their land. Today, however, my father, now retired, is again unable to live on the land he inherited from his father because to do so is still dangerous.
The dynamics of terror have, in fact, shifted since the time of the bipartisan violence of my father's childhood. Besides the army and the guerrillas, the paramilitary and drug traffickers have come to make Colombia's violence an extremely complex phenomenon of decentred repression (with many forces involved), occurring at the intersection of territorial and economic interests, neoliberalism, corruption, and state weakness. The civilian population is forced to flee, not as a mere by-product of armed confrontations between these factions, but rather as the result of direct intimidation, terror, and extortion, as parties to the conflict settle scores by attacking civilians suspected of sympathising with the adversary. Hence, displacement in Colombia must now be seen as a strategy of war aimed at different objectives: the establishment of control over territories, expanded cultivation of illicit crops, or to the seizure of land and private property. In order to save their lives, around three million people have undergone displacement within the country in the last fifteen years, most of them fleeing to the impoverished shantytowns encircling many cities, where they are often even more exposed to crime and violence. As a result of the high level of violence against them, both during and after flight, displaced people are often reluctant to register with authorities or even seek humanitarian assistance. Around half of these are women and children and a disproportionate number of displaced persons are members of minority groups. Although Afro-Colombians make up only sixteen percent of the Colombian population and indigenous people two percent, together they account for more than one-third of all displaced people.
The anger and aspirations of displaced people have been expressed in numerous statements and in testimonies appearing in academic studies on displacement:
